According to TCAref rootLevel must be an integer, allowed values are:

- 0
- 1
- -1

Some system tables like sys_log, sys_news or sys_file use a boolean true instead using integer 1.

So, this is not a real bug cause everytime the option is used, it's casted to (int). It's more an invalidation of TCA. (I'm trying to build JSON schema for TCA)
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55852

#2 - 2018-02-21 13:00 - Armin Vieweg
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 928c481c8425419d3913c07313b7a697c987214b.

#3 - 2018-10-02 10:52 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed